
6-8th Grade Exploratory Course Offerings

At The Lincoln Academy scholars will graduate college and career ready.  As part of their
education TLA scholars will be exposed to careers at each grade level.  Each year, 6-8th grade
scholars will have the opportunity to take four different exploratory courses that align with their
Individualized Learning Plan.  Scholars will need to rank course preferences 1-6 for each year.
These courses will provide hands-on learning experiences and career exploration through
different pathways.  By taking these courses it will help guide scholars when picking what
courses they would like to take in high school.  Below are the course descriptions for all the
exploratory courses.

Broadcast

Scholars will be introduced to the art of combining journalism and video. Scholars will research topics and
provide reports in writing and speaking. They will have the opportunity to work with the high school scholars to
broadcast the school news.

Ceramics

Scholars will learn about the historical background, aesthetic traditions and artistic properties of ceramics in
this course. The scholar will acquire knowledge of form, volume, and space relationships when creating
ceramic pieces.

ChromeDepot

Scholars will learn about computer equipment, terminology, and networking. Scholars will learn how to
teardown and rebuild a Chromebook. They will help repair student devices. Computer ethics, careers, and job
outlooks will be discussed in this course.

Culinary

This course is designed to introduce culinary to scholars. Scholars will gain knowledge about food and
nutrition. Scholars will work in groups preparing recipes and developing introductory food preparation skills.
Essential skills will focus on kitchen safety and sanitation, lab procedures, and measuring techniques.

Construction

Scholars will begin to familiarize themselves in the Construction Lab learning about safety and how to use a
variety of different hand tools. During the 9 weeks scholars will work with a team to design and create a
project.

Healthcare

This course introduces middle school scholars to the exciting, dynamic world of health sciences. This industry
is rapidly changing and in high demand for workers who can think critically to solve a range of health-related
problems. Scholars will explore healthcare systems, legal and ethical issues, and basic healthcare skills.

Hydroponics

Scholars will learn about indoor farming by using our Flex Farms Hydroponic system. They will learn how to
grow their own food, study plants, learn about careers in agriculture, and understand the cost to operate the
Fork Farm.



Makerspace

This course introduces scholars to makerspace. They will learn the importance of creativity, collaboration, and
problem solving while using the technology and equipment. Scholars will learn about safety, the design
process, and computer-aided design.

Metals Art

This course is designed to familiarize scholars with basic and traditional metal techniques involved in the
design and creation of metal objects. Through the use of tools, machines, and materials scholars will learn the
importance of the metal working industry.

Performing Arts

Through activities involving movement, improv, storytelling, voice, and performance, scholars will learn the
basics of theatre and acting. Using their imaginations to make artistic choices, scholars will develop strategies
to collaborate, memorize and problem solve.

Robotics

Scholars will learn how to use software to design, build and program robots. This course will help scholars
develop essential skills, creativity and critical thinking.

Spanish

This course offers scholars an overview of the Spanish language and culture. Scholars will learn basic
vocabulary, basic expressions, and cultural information. Scholars will explore how the Spanish language and
culture relates to English and other countries.

Yoga

This course is designed to introduce scholars to basic postures, breathing techniques, and relaxation methods
of yoga. By the end of the course, scholars will be able to perform their own yoga sequences so that they can
continue incorporating yoga into their daily lives.

***Subject to change.  Additional course offerings may be added based on hired staff expertise
areas.


